
About Rentify: 
Rentify is a customizable rental application using the power of bank statement 
analysis for tenant screening. Rentify not only verifies income but also 
automatically verifies identity. Further, Rentify’s system organizes and clearly 
shows payment of bills, rent and other financial obligations. This makes it easy 
for EPM to validate that the prospective tenant brings in an income and pays 
their bills consistently.

How Rentify has improved EPM’s screening process:

Rentify has saved Ekort Property Management time by automatically providing 
a financial report of every applicant that consents. The applicant connects to 
their banking institution through a secure online portal within Rentify’s system 
and provides a summary of their financial information. All of EPM’s applicants are 
listed in one hub, where each of their reports can be reviewed in an accessible, 
user friendly platform.

Protecting Ekort Property Management’s  
investment properties with bank statement analysis
About EPM and their needs: 
Ekort Property Management operates over two hundred residential rental units 
in Belleville, ON. They have been using Rentify as a part of their tenant screening 
process for over nine months. Ekort Property Management’s staff spend the 
majority of their time verifying the information sent to them by their potential 
renters. Before using Rentify, it took several days of back and forth emailing, 
phone calling and collecting large amounts of documents to complete this 
process. EPM needed a way to reduced the time spent on screening without 
sacrificing the accuracy of information they received. 

The risks involved: 
Finding a renter that will pay their bills consistently and on time can be a 
challenge for Ekort Property Management.  A higher income is not always a 
guarantee that the tenant will pay regularly. Debt obligations, payday loans, 
and other financial issues could lead to payment conflicts at rent collection 
time. Rentify provides a clear summary of an applicant financial obligations, in a 
simple to read report.
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Simplifying EPM’s screening process 

Using Rentify’s bank statement analysis Ekort Property Management is able to 
more quickly evaluate, qualify, and verify the information provided by renters. 
Their applicants fill out the application provided by Rentify and populated with 
Ekort’s personalized screening questions. Once the questions are complete, the 
applicant connects to their banking institution through a secure portal. Within 
minutes Rentify summarizes the applicant’s financial information and provides a 
report for EPM to review.

Providing easier and privacy compliant access to information 

Not only does Rentify’s system provide quicker access to clear banking 
information, Rentify facilitates this information transfer between Ekort and their 
applicants securely. Before using Rentify, an applicant’s sensitive personal  
information was transfered to EPM through email then printed, reviewed and 
stored physically.  Rentify protects the information passed between EPM and 
their tenants by pulling only the relevant financial information needed from 
applicant's bank institution. The data is encrypted with best practices such as 
SSL certification and is privacy compliant according to PIPEDA standards. Rentify 
compiles a list of all candidates who have applied to EPM’s properties in one 
location, making accessing applicant information easy.

How bank statement analysis streamlines  
Ekort Property Management's screening process
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The steps to Ekort’s 
screening process before 
using Rentify: 

The steps to Ekort’s 
screening process after 
using Rentify: 

The applicant fills out the 
application on secure forms

Property management reads 
through the application and 
contacts the applicant to 
schedule a viewing

Property management 
spends two hours verifying the 
applicant’s information

Property management asks 
for consent to research the 
applicant’s credit score, 
contacting employment, 
reviewing paystubs, etc.

Call the applicant’s old 
landlords and employers

Request bank authorization to 
review bank balance

Offer a lease – complete
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Receive applicant with all 
application questions, identity 
and financial information 
verified through Rentify.

Review the applicant’s financial 
information such as rent, 
credit card and bill payments, 
income, employment, debt 
obligations, identity and more.

Scheduling a viewing with the 
prequalified applicant and 
offer a lease.
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In conclusion:

Contact 
support@rentify.house

Rentify

Using Rentify has vastly improved Ekort Property Management's day to day 
screening. Rentify's fast and accurate information has created efficiencies in both 
the time the process takes and the costs for Ekort to screen each tenant. The total 
time to screen each applicant has been reduced significantly from two hours per 
applicant to five minutes, overall reducing the total screening time spent by Ekort's 
team down by 70%. Since Ekort is now only running credit checks on applicant's 
they are seriously considering based on Rentify's information, their costs spent on 
running credit checks has decreased by 50%. The total cost of tenant screening has 
been reduced by 60% while increase the quality and accuracy of the process. Rent 
collection has significantly gone up. 

Overall, EPM is finding it easier to find tenants with higher income and lower debt 
while reducing their time and costs to screen their tenants by a large margin. The 
time once spent on verifying a tenant can now be allocated to running other areas 
of Ekort's business, and the reduction of screening costs increases EPM's profits.

Screening time reduced from 2 hours per applicant to  
5 minutes

50% Reduction in credit report costs

Increased ease for tenants to apply

Increased tenant satisfaction from simpler application

Reduced total hours spent on tenant screening by 70% while 
increasing the quality and accuracy of the process

Reduced total cost of tenant screening by 60%

Increase the quality, accuracy and consistency of the 
process

Increased rent collection

Rentify's improvements to Ekort's  
screening process

"With Rentify's  'Bank 
Statement Analysis' 
our tenant screening 
process is at a new 
level of timeliness, 
efficiency and 
effectiveness. Both 
tenants and staff 
find Rentify to be 
much better way of 
working together 
and communicating 
information."

— Jamie Troke 
Ekort Realty Ltd.


